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Women start NOW
chapter at Poly to
‘find own identity’

F R I D A Y

Quantum leap

By Mkhelle Castillo

Doily Stoff Wntei

Physics junior John Frisbee psychs himself up for another one o f his quantum mechanics laboratories / Daily
photo by Lawrence Rodenborn

People’s Kitchen awaits move to Prado
By Josie Miller

Doily Stcff Writer
Homeowners expressed relief
at Tuesday’s City Council meet
ing when an offer by Mission
Church staff kept the People’s
Kitchen from moving into a
residential area.
Barry Epperson, Mission
Church parishioner, extended an
offer to let the People’s Kitchen
stay on the porch until April 1 to
allow time for construction of a
permanent homeless facility.
The temporary relocation of
the People’s Kitchen to an aban
doned building, called the Weld
ing Shop, at the corner of Palm
and Nipomo Streets, was the
subject of controversy and con
cern.
The Welding Shop is in the

middle of a residential neigh
borhood and is right across the
street from Mission College
Preparatory.
The proximity to the school
and the Children’s Museum con
cerned many residents of the
area.
Virginia Simons lives right
across the street from the Weld
ing Shop with her husband and
5-year-old son, Clark.
“I think it would be a mistake
to juxtapose the two popula
tions,” Simons said.
The People’s Kitchen feeds the
hungry in San Luis Obispo a hot
lunch every day. About 100
people, mostly men, take ad
vantage of the hot meal on a
daily basis.
People’s Kitchen staff mem

bers have been serving lunch on
the porch at the Mission for four
years, but were recently in
formed the location would no
longer be available as of Feb. 1.
The porch needs repairs, and
the church is concerned about
liability issues, Epperson said.
The new facility, which will
include a feeding room and day
center, is being built on Prado
Road, but isn’t scheduled for
completion until September.
People’s Kitchen staff mem
bers said they were not willing to
relocate until the entire shelter
is completed because of a lack of
security.
A big concern of those who
spoke at the meeting was home
less loitering around the neighSee KITCHEN page 3

Graduate student sponsors $500 contest
By Jessko VModa

Doily Staff Writer
Do you suffer from writer’s
block? Would $500 get your
words flowing? If so, enter and
win the first cam pus-wide
philosophy essay contest.
What is the role and relevance
of philosophy in today’s world?
That is the question. Each essay
must delve into this topic using
philosophical thought.
It may take some deep think
ing because it must be 15 to 20
pages long.
Students of any major can
enter and the winning essay will
be published in the philosophy
club journal, Pblybymnia.
The founder of the contest is a
former Cal Poly student, John
Conte, who graduated with an
electrical engineering degree in
1991. Conte, a native of Brazil,

has w orked with va riou s
software companies worldwide,
and is now an independent con
sultant for Hewlett Packard in
Palo Alto.
“I credit my success to my
study of philosophy,” Conte said.
As an independent consultant,
he has to construct theories on
how to solve various software
problems. He said philosophy
gives him the intellectual ability
to understand the systems he
works with.
Conte has donated $2,000 to
the philosophy department and
Polyhymnia.
“I wanted to give back some
thing to the department because
philosophy has really enriched
my views,” Conte said. “An essay
contest was the broadest way I
could think of to get more people
interested in philosophy.”

5b
%
Philosophy professor Paul
Miklowitz said the grant will be
divided between the essay
See CONTEST page 7

See NO W page 5

Baker continues push
for plan to ASI Board
By Travis Mooney

Doily Staff Writer
The Cal Poly Plan is an in
vestment in something more
than a new television or a night
at the movies.
This is the message Cal Poly
President Warren Baker gave
the ASI Board of Directors Wed
nesday night as he delivered a
report on the progress of the
plan.
“I’m pleased the budget is bet
ter this year,” Baker said, refer
ring to the additional funding
the California State University
(CSU) campuses received from
Gov. Pete Wilson. “ But we
shouldn’t be lulled into a sense of
complacency.
“Enrollment growth (in the
CSU system) will eat any discre
tionary income in the CSU
budget,” Baker said.
According to Baker, by the
year 2005 the CSU system will
be asked to go from serving
350,000 students to 500,000 stu
dents.
And the approximate 4 per
cent net increase in the general
state fund for the CSU system
isn’t going to provide the level of
funding needed to improve the
quality of CSU universities.
Whatever is left over from
debt maintenance, costs result

ing from increased enrollment,
and an approximate 4 percent in
crease in the pay of CSU
employees will be invested in in
creased quality. But that won’t
be much, if anything, according
to Baker.
That’s why the Cal Poly Plan
is still so important, he told

"I'm pleased the budget is better
this year, but we shouldn't be
lulleo into a sense of complocency."
Warren Baker
Cal Poly President
board members.
The student representatives,
looking at a possible $540 in
crease per year in fees, were
quick to ask where the plan’s
funding will come from.
“It’s not expected that the
CSU system will take funds off
the top for special circumstan
ces,” Baker said. “In fact, just the
opp osite. (CSU) chancellor
(Barry Munitz) is advising all
campuses to come up with their
own plans.”
It is still too early to deter
mine where the funding will
come from. Baker said.

Steve Enders writes about crime and punishment -• rape and

Cal Poly wrestlers M ark Perryman and Eric Rodriguez are

injustice in our community.

ranked No. 4 in their respective weights in the Pac-10.
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As a result of the efforts a few
dedicated students and their
goals for the betterment of
women’s lives, Cal Poly has its
first National Organization for
Women (NOW) chapter.
English junior Valerie Hanson
and philosophy senior Barbara
“B” Cail have spent the last two
quarters coordinating the cam
pus NOW group.
“ 1 have this drive for
feminism,” Hanson said. “I’m
really passionate about it.”
“We’re really motivated to get
it started,” Cail added.
“There’s been an interest in
the organization for a long time.”
When Hanson arrived at Cal
Poly in the fall, she joined the
San Luis Obispo chapter. She
said she quickly realized the
need for the campus to have its
own outlet.
“Young women (today) have
different issues than the pre
vious generation,” she explained.
“We need to find our own iden
tity.”
According to Hanson, NOW’s
mission is to bring about

feminine participation in politi
cal, econom ical and social
spheres in mainstream society.
The group’s first organized
outing will be “Lobby Day,” in
which the group will travel to
Sacramento to lobby for legisla
tion dealing with the Contract
with America, pro-choice issues,
racial diversity and homosexual
rights, Hanson said.
“We have this term ‘virtual equality’,” she said. “We’re done
fighting for our rights to be in
the work force — we’re already
there. The term refers to under
lying issues, like equal pay.”
One of Call’s biggest concerns
is that many people see NOW as
a radical feminist group.
“We’re here for everyone —
not just women,” she said.
Cal Poly’s chapter will focus
on campus and community is
sues that affect both men and
women. This is not a women-only
club, Hanson said.
“We really do encourage men
to participate,” she said. “This is
an opportunity for all young
voices to be heard.”
According to Cail, an interest

See page 8
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TODAY'S WEATHER: mostly sunny, chance of rain
TOMORROW'S WEATHER: increased clouds
Today's high/low : 50s/ 40s Tomorrow's high/low : 50s/ 40s

Special Olympics is holding a Coaches Training School in
basketball Jan. 27 at the YMCA (1020 Southwood, SLO)
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more information, call
544-6444.

The departm ent o f chem istry ond biochem istry is hosting a seminar

titled, "Fullereness" at 1:10 p.m. in the Agricultural/English building, room 221
Jan. 26.

Upcoming
The C ity Fire Departm ent is having a "Goodbye" Station-1 Pancake

Breakfast Jan. 27 from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at 748 Pismo St. Get a tour of the
station and view plans for the new station. The cost for the breakfost is $2 for
children ond $3 for adults.
The American Association o f U n ive rsity W omen is having a benefit

rummage sale Jan. 27 from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
The AIDS N etw orking Forum will meet Jan. 29 at 285 South Street, Suite

J at 9 a.m. to discuss "The Early Intervention Program." For more information,
call 781-4200.
Agendo Items: c /o Natasha Cottns, Grophk Arts 226, Col Poly 93407 —
Phone:756-1796 Fox:756-67S4
***Please sobmit mformation at leost three days prior to the event***
Doe to the excessive demomt not all Hems sobmitted to the Agenda section
wM be printed.

Ming Chin new Supreme Court judge
Ry DenaWlk
AttoúiidPies
SACRAMENTO — Gov. Pete
Wilson on Thursday appointed
appeals court Justice Ming W.
Chin, the son of Chinese im
migrant farmers who didn’t
speak English or attend formal
sch ools, to the C a liforn ia
Supreme Court.
C hin, 53, a R epublican
respected within the judiciary for
his intelligence and indepen
dence, is Wilson’s third appoint
ment to the high court. He
r e p la c e s J u s t ic e A rm a n d
Arabian, who retires Feb. 29.
Chin was named to the
Alameda County trial court in
1988 by former Gov. George
Deukmejian. Deukmejian, a con
servative Republican, named
him to the 1st District Court of
Appeal two years later, and Wil
son elevated him to presiding
justice in 1994.
In a news conference with the
R epublican governor, Chin
described himself as a strict con
structionist who believes in judi
cial restraint.
“The purpose o f the judiciary
is to interpret the law, not legis
late,” he said.
He said he believes in capital
punishment and supports a
woman’s right to choose an abor
tion. But he decUned comment
on affirmative action, saying it is
an issue that is likely to come
before the court and said it
would be inappropriate to take
public stands on o ^ e r issues.
Chin said the death penalty
“is the law o f the state. I agree
with it.” He described abortion as
“a very, very difficult policy ques
tion,” and added; “I happen to
believe it is the woman’s r i ^ t to
choose, (but) I am not pro-abor-

DIVfRSITYDOfSN'T HAVf
TOSTOPAFTTO[OLLESE.
Whoal Life after college may seem a bit overwhelming at times, but just because you’re moving in different directions
doesn’t mean you have to stop being who you really are. As you look for that perfect job, keep in mind that WatkinsJohnson welcomes individuality; without it, we would never be where we are today, a leader in the microwave
electronics arena.
Three words comprise Watkins-Johnson’s definition of diversity: People, Products and Opportunities.
A diverse mix of ideas and insights from our dedicated people is exactly what makes our products so successful. And,
virith the development of these new products, vire continue to create new opportunities. For you this means
responsibility...from day onel As part of a team making important contributions, you will be recognized for your unique
outlooks arxj ideas.
Make your first move to Watkins-Johnson arvj experience for the first time what
it’s like to be a part of a truly unique organization. Get to know us at our next
on-campus interviews. We are looking for talented grads with a BS or MS in:

Disciplines: EE, ETEL, ME
On-Campus Interview Dates; Thursday, February 1st &
Friday, February 2nd
Please contact your Racement Center to set
up an appointment at our On-Campus
Interviews or call (415) 813-2488.
Watkins-Johnson Company, 3333
Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, CA
94304. An equal opportunity
employer m /f/h /v .

tion.”
Although declining comment
on affirmative action. Chin has
been active in racial issues. He
has served on the Judicial Coun
cil’s advisory committee on racial
and ethnic bias and the San
Francisco District Attorney’s
Commission on Hate Crimes. He
has described the late civil rights
leader the Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr. as one of his heroes.
Asked to name the highlights
of his appellate career. Chin
cited his rulings upholding sur
rogate parenting contracts, ex
cluding DNA evidence because of
conflicting scientific opinions and
a complex Shell Oil Co. suit
against its insurers in a Rocky
Mountain Arsenal pollution case.
Wilson described his appoint
ments of Supreme Court justices
as “one of the most important
decisions that a governor can
make,” and he said Chin “is my
first choice and, I believe, the
best choice” to succeed Arabian.
He d e s c r i b e d Chi n as
“engaged, self-assured and un
afraid to take on some of the
law’s more challenging issues ...
he is gracious at a time when
civihty seems lacking in too
many legal proceedings.”
“He is superbly prepared for
these great challenges,” the
Republican governor added.
Wilson said he did not con
sider Chin’s race in making the
selection, picking him solely on
his qualifications. But he
described Chin’s background as
the youngest of e i ^ t children of
immigrant Chinese farmers as
bringing a unique perspective to
the court.
Chin was raised on a Klamath
Falls, Ore., potato farm and edu
cated at the University of San
Francisco law school. After ser

vice as a U.S. Army brigade per
sonnel officer in Vietnam, he
worked two years as an Alameda
County prosecutor and 15 years
as a civil litigator in an Oakland
law firm before his 1988 appoint
ment to the Superior Court.
His wife, Carol, is a phar
macist. They live in Alameda
with their two teen-age children.
The court has six Republicans
and one Democrat. Chin and Jus
tice Joyce Kennard, who is half
Asian, are the court’s only
minority members. Wilson is ex
pected to appoint another court
member later this year when he
names the successor to Chief
Justice Malcolm Lucas, who is
retiring.
The appointment is subject to
confirmation by the judicial ap
pointments commission.
Court observers say Chin is
considered a perceptive, articu
late jurist with a direct, head-on
style that occasionally has dis
concerted even fellow justices.
C ristina
Arguedas
of
Emeryville, president o f the
2,500-member California Attor
neys for Criminal Justice, the
state’s largest criminal defense
lawyers’ group as “a superb
choice.”
“He was a Superior Court
judge here in Alameda County
and w as e x t r e m e l y w e ll
respected by everyone, all sides
o f the bar, civil, criminal, clients,
b a i l i f f s . ” T h o u g h an e x 
prosecutor, he’s “an extremely
fair judge,” she said.
Gerald Uelmen, Santa Clara
University law professor and a
finequent commentator on the
state Supreme Court, called it “a
terrific appointment.”

Police log
SAN LUIS OBISPO — Ex
cessive N oise in P ublic. On
Jan. 19 at 9 p.m. a loud party
and more than 100 students
were reported at 176 Chorro St.
SAN LUIS OBISPO — Dis
tu rbin g the P eace. On Jan. 19
at 1:33 a.m. it was reported that
a passenger on the Greyhound
bus at 150 South St. threatened
to take the bus hostage because
the driver could not locate his
luggage. However, it was on the
next bus.
CAL POLY — Animal
Problem . On Jan. 19 at 10:38
a.m. it was reported that a
black and white bull from the
agriculture stables was loose on
campus. Officers found the bull
deceased near the railroad
tracks at Taft and California.
The bull was turned over to the
agriculture unit.
SAN LUIS OBISPO — Dis
turbing the Peace. On Jan. 20
at 1:10 p.m. Gonta Allison
reported that two males were
fighting at 25 Stenner St.
(Cedar Creek)
SAN LUIS OBISPO — D riv
in g Under the Influence. On
Jan. 20 at 1:10 a.m. Jeffery
Clarín was cited and released
for driving with a blood alcohol
level over .08 at 1.500 Palm St.
CAL POLY — D isturbing
the Peace. On Jan. 20 at 1:02
a.m. it was reported that two
male subjects were fighting in
front of Fremont Hall on top of
the stairs while a crowd
watched. The subjects were
gone when the officers arrived.
SAN LUIS OBISPO —
S uspiciou s C ircum stances.
On Jan. 20 at 7:13 p.m. Julio
Robles of 45 Stenner St.
reported that his neighbor, with
whom he has had an ongoing
dispute, left a threatening note
and smeared feces on his apart
ment door.

SAN LUIS OBISPO — Ex
cessive N oise in P ublic. On
Jan. 20 at 9:13 p.m. Mathew
Bowski of 844 Upham at the
Theta Chi Fraternity was cited
for excessive noise.
SAN LUIS OBISPO — Bxoaoolve Noiaa in P a b fic. On
Jan. 21 at 3 a.m. Kevin Hale of
860 Murray St. was issued a
warning for playing his stereo
too loud.
SAN LUIS OBISPO — Exteessive Noise in Public. On
Jan. 21 at 6:12 a.m. Sandy
Woods reported that several
subjects were yelling in finnt of
the Sigma Upsilon Fraternity at
424 Hathaway St.
SAN LUIS OBISPO — Aaaistauce R aquaat. On Jan. 22
at 4:17 p.m. Christine Hammend of 796 Higuera St.
reported a transient was bang
ing a drum and yelling at cus
tomers in front o f Central Coast
Surfboards. The subyact
departed after officers arrived. *
SAN LUIS OBISPO ^
Clrauá U m A. On Jan. 22 at
3:34 p.m. David Koch o f 720
Foothill Blvd. at the Delta Up
silon Fraternity reported that
several pictures of members
and plaques were stolen.
CAL POLY — M erchandise
Loss. On Jan. 23 at 9:24 a.m.
C. Nielsen reported that the El
Corral Bookstore was unable to
recover merchandise valued at
$516.68.
SAN LUIS OBISPO — Ex
cessive Noise in Public. On
Jan. 23 at 12:49 p.m. Chris
Cloos of 45E Stenner St. was is
sued a violation for a live band.
The Mustang Daily reports
crimes that may be o f interest to
the student population. We do
publish the names o f people over
18 charged with crimes. This
does not however, imply guilt.
That can only be proven by due
process in a court o f law.

Helmet law dropped in Assembly Murderer to die by firing squad;

MUSTANG DAILY

Associoted Press_________________________
S A C R A M E N T O — T he
C alifornia A ssem bly voted
Thursday to drop the state’s 4year-old motorcycle helmet re
quirement for riders over age 20,
despite warnings that it would
lead to more deaths and injuries.
“A person has the right to
decide if they want to wear a hel
met,” said Assemblyman Trice
Harvey, R-Bakersfield, a repeal
supporter. “We don’t need
government telling us what to
do.”
The bill was approved 42-30
and sent to the Senate, where its
future is uncertain.
“It will be more challenging,”
the author. Assemblyman Bill
Morrow, R-Oceanside, said of the
Senate.
The Legislature in 1991
passed, and Republican Gov.
Pete Wilson signed, a bill requir
ing all drivers and riders of
motorcycles to wear safety hel
mets. Backers of that law said it
would save lives and save the
state money for the medical costs
of uninsured injured riders.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 26, 1996

The C aliforn ia Highway
Patrol, which strongly supports
the law, says 569 motorcyclists
were killed and 18,578 injured in
1990. Those figures fell in 1994
to 291 fatalities and 9,938 in
juries.
The Morrow bill would re
quire helmets to be worn only by
riders under 21 years old.
Morrow said he has ridden
motorcycles for 30 years and
believes helmets limit hearing
and vision, tire the rider and in
crease the chance for whiplash
and spinal injuries.
“I’ve ridden enough to know
the issue of motorcycle helmets
is not a cut-and-dried issue.
You’re not automatically made
safer by donning a motorcycle
helmet,” he said.
He said the fatality and injury
rates have fallen because many
cyclists have stopped riding due
to the requirement. The Depart
ment of Motor Vehicles says
motorcycle registration fell 21
percent from 1991 to 1995.
“When you don a helmet, you
significantly change the fun of
riding a motorcycle,” added As

semblyman Bernie Richter, RChico.
Opponents of the bill said the
law has saved lives and money,
noting that a University of
California at Davis study showed
that nearly 75 percent of those
injured in motorcycle accidents
have no health insurance.
“There is overwhelming
evidence that says a helmet bill
saves lives and prevents in
juries,” said Assemblyman An
tonio Villaraigosa, D-Los An
geles.

working people going to jobs
everyday and going to jobs that
are particularly difficult.”
Dirt floors, windowless rooms
and plastic-tarp roofs symbolize
the precarious nature of migrant
housing in San Diego County
and other parts of California.
The homeless camp that
Thompson visited in Carlsbad,
35 miles north of San Diego, has
no running water or utilities.
Most of its residents are men
with legal documentation who
work in the local billion-dollar
agricultural industry, picking
vegetables, harvesting flower
fields and caring for citrus
groves, said Stephen Feher,
director of a nonprofit housing
agency in nearby ^ la n a Beach.
“ T h ese are
taxpaying
citizens,” said Feher, who or
ganized the tour and regularly
visits area camps, which have an
estimated
population
C
TOI/iiiACIi/CJV« countywide
TV

of 16,000.
As Thompson and suited
government men surveyed the
camp, 4-year-old Jorge Reyes
and his 6-year-old sister, Yadira,
walked up.
“Who put your shoes on you?”
Thompson said, clasping Jorge’s
little hands and looking down at
his backward tennis shoes.
Thompson represents the
federal government, which in the
1930s sponsored the Farm
Securities Administration. The
FSA funded the works of photog
raphers such as Dorothea Lange,
depicting the substandard living
conditions of farmworkers in the
United States during the Depres
sion.

Assemblyman Louis Caldera,
D-Los Angeles, said a hospital in
his district, which calls motor
cycles “donor cycles,” has noticed
a shortages o f hearts for
transplants since the law took ef
fect in 1992.
Assemblyman Richard Katz,
D-Sylmar, said the age cutoff
would be hard for police to en
force, since it is difficult to tell if
a rider is 19, 20 or 21.
“Obviously, this is designed to
make it impossible for law enfor
cement to enforce the law,” Katz
said.

Migrant workers live in shacks, hovels

By Amanda Covarrubias

Associoted Press
CARLSBAD,
C alif. —
Stunned to see wooden shacks
that migrant farmworkers call
home, an official from the U.S.
Agriculture Department said
legal immigrants working in the
United States should not be
living under such conditions.
Standing amid the rough
hovels thrown together against
the hills of north San Diego
County, Jill Long Thompson,
USDA undersecretary for Rural
Economic Development, said the
problem was worse than she ex
pected.
“I don’t know if I would ever
have the words to describe my
impressions,” Thompson said
Wednesday. “I could not have exp>ected anything like this. What I
llllU
OU disturbing
U lS tU IU lll^
lO these
d
ie
find
so
is
are

But whether the sentiments of
Thompson, who grew up on a
dairy farm in Indiana, will translate
into
dollars
from
Washington
WM****«^ vvf** remains to
vvr be seen.

KITCHEN: City Council hopes to speed up constniction of the new facility
From paqe 1
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borhood after lunch ended.
Simons conducted a few infor
mal surveys and presented her
results to the council.
“I’m a real believer in trying
to look as completely at a situa
tion as possible, so I went around
and I talked to about 60 neigh
bors.“
Only two supported the Weld
ing Shop location, she said.
Simons talked tc students
living in a nearby apartment
complex. She said that every
time she knocked on a student’s
door, the person said "come in”
without asking who it was.
“It just re-emphasized to me
the need to protect the people

who are in our commiinit.v
though the
community,”” .«»he
she meal was over, thoucrh
said. “The students aren’t majority left. Only after the men
prepared for an onslaught of left did other citizens return to
people in the neighborhood that the plaza.
“When I was there having
don’t have anything to do during
the day, and could create a lot of lunch, not one single family or
business person was having
mischief.”
Lisa Molin, a People’s Kitchen iunch in the plaza at the time.
Board member, said loitering is The city has totally abandoned
not allowed at the People’s its use of the plaza during the
Kitchen, and that some of the People’s Kitchen use,” she said.
Simons also said all the men
h o m e l e s s w o u ld s t i l l go
she talked to thought the Weld
downtown and loiter.
“ T h e y ’ re not g o i n g to ing Shop location was the best,
panhandle from children at the and some were upset about the
eventual move to ^ a d o Road.
children’s museum,” Molin said.
The city council did not agree.
Simons also ate lunch at the
People’s Kitchen and spoke with After hearing public testimony,
some o f the men.
they voted 4-1 to accept the Mis
She noticed that a few men sion’s offer to let the People’s
stayed in Mission Plaza after the Kitchen stay until April.

first such execution since 1977
By Matthew Brown

Associated Press
POINT OF THE MOUN
TAIN, Utah — A child killer
who said he would rather die at
the point of a rifle than fastened
flat on a gurney awaited the na
tion’s first execution by firing
squad in 19 years early Friday.
John Albert Taylor, 36, was
scheduled to be shot at 12:01
a.m. at Utah State Prison by
anonymous marksmen firing
the same type of deer rifle used
to execute Gary Gilmore at the
same institution in 1977.
Taylor had his first cigarette
in six years as he was led from
maximum security to the
death-watch cell Wednesday,
prison spokesman Randy Ripplinger said.
Under Utah law, Taylor was
offered the choice of lethal injec
tion or firing squad. Utah is the
only state to have the firing
squad.
Taylor said he chose the
firing squad because it would be
a costly inconvenience to the
state and because he feared
“flipping around like a fish out
of water” if given an injection.
He also hoped the method
would more dramatically under
score his claim that his death
would be state-sanctioned mur
der.
Taylor, diagnosed at 17 as “a
remorseless pedophile,” was

convicted of raping 11-year-old
('harla Nicole King and stran
gling the girl with a telepluine
cord in 1989.
‘They say executing him is
so barbaric,” said the victim’s
mother, Sherron King. “Tell me
what’s barbaric. My daughter
was alive (while being raped
and choked). He won’t even
hear the sound of the bullets.”
Taylor had insisted he was
wrongly convicted. But he
abruptly dropped all appeals
and fired his lawyer in Decem
ber, determined to die now
rather than spend years con
fined to a death-row cell for 23
hours a day.
Wearing a black hood, he
was to be strapped into a steel
chair 23 feet from five ex
ecutioners, a white cloth target
pinned over his heart and a pile
of sandbags behind him.
The executioners — all law
enforcement volunteers paid
$300 each — were to fire
through rectangular openings.
One gun is traditionally loaded
with a blank round; none of the
shooters knows which.
Gilmore w'as the first person
put to death in the United
States after the Supreme Court
lifted its ban on capital punish
ment in 1976. His execution
ended a 10-year moratorium on
the death penalty.
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• p u r c h a s e $ 1 C X ) WORTH OF GENERAL READING,
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ASl: Board also resolves to initiate steps aimed at improving ASI’s image
From page 1

“In a couple of weeks we’ll see
the work of the steering commit
tee,” he said.
In other ASI business:
“In a couple of weeks we’ll see
the work of the steering commit
tee,” he said.
In other ASI business:
• Board members discussed
Wednesday’s decision by the
eSU Board of Trustees to ap
prove a change in the CSU sys
tem’s handling o f remedial
education.
The decision, aimed at cutting
future costs, hopes for a 10 per
cent decline by fall of 2001 in the
number of new college freshmen
who will need remedial courses.

In addition, the trustees have
resolved that by 2004, the num
ber of new freshmen who will
need remedial courses will be
further cut to 50 percent of the
current number.
• Plans to improve the image of
ASI were discussed.
Two plans geared toward
bringing students closer to ASI,
were given conceptual approval
Wednesday night. An informa
tional video and a package that
includes a reworking of ASI’s
corporate logo were both granted
approval from the board on a
conceptual basis.
The video would consist of a

five- to seven-minute summary of
ASI to promote its image and to
inform students of its structure.
Duane Banderob, ASI execu
tive vice-president, said he
believes the majority of Cal Poly
students have little or no under- t’''
standing of ASL The video is
designed to raise awareness of
ASI, according to an interoffice
memo from Banderob and ASI
President Cristin Brady.
Standard prices for finished
videos are $800-$1200 per
minute, according to the memo
from Brady and Banderob, put
ting the cost for the finished
video between $4,000 and
$8,400.

oster
Last Day M!
Mon-Thurs
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REPORTER'S

Desperation gone too far

Rosemary Bowker
Chair, 1995-96 Cal Poly Staff Council.
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CAL POLY’S ’WALK OF SHAME"

Crime and punishment — rape and injustice
by Steve Enders
I’ve been hearing a lot about rape lately.
Little red hands mark the paths I take to get to my
classes. One of my classes last week made me aware of
the statistics on the frequency of rape of college women.
More often than not, the victim knows her attacker.
Rape has been in the news lately. Just over the winter
break, a series of rapes occurred on the peninsula, in the
Bay Area, linked to a serial rapist.
Mike Tyson recently got out of jail, after being locked
up on rape charges, only to get back in the ring and make
millions.
We are fortunate to live in a town where some of these
big-city crimes don’t usually happen. However, when they
do, chances are they will involve a student. Last quarter
two women were attacked. One on the railroad tracks

Rape makes me sick, as 1 hope it does aH

P Harris
Chair, 1993-94 Cal Poly Stan Council

saeen. W hy does it continue to be a problem?

-j .

\,

those rape statistics w ere flashed on the TV

near the train station while walking home late, and the
other at her residence. I saw police sketches of the attack
er on the bus. I was wondering if they ever caught the
guy.
Rape makes me sick, as I hope it do^s all normal
people. Everyone in class cringed when those rape statis
tics were flashed on the TV screen. But why does it con
tinue to be a problem? I choose not to watch when there is
a rape scene in a movie, because I get offended by these
images.
Regardless of its form, date rape or harsh sexual as
sault, rape is sick and wrong. Even the word makes me
shudder.
What finally fired me up on this subject was the cover
article in last week’s New Times, “Campus Rape and Col
lege Justice.” The article is an account of two former Cal
Poly students facing the hardships of going public and
dealing with what New Times called a defunct justice sys
tem at Cal Poly in rape cases.
The article criticized Cal Poly’s procedure for dealing
with campus assaults and rapes. New Times gave Cal
Poly an ‘F’ grade for its handling of these delicate situa
tions. Does that make you feel comfortable, ladies?
Problems with Cal Poly’s former disciplinary action, as
described in the article, include the following: weak
probationary sentences for those found guilty where the
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E^ditor,
We understand that, with the expansion of the
Opinion section, Dawn Pillsbury is even more desperate
than usual to try to get a rise out of the campus com
munity. However, her opinion piece in the Jan. 18 Daily
was so far beyond the limits of taste, intelligence and —
especially - journalistic responsibility that we feel an
obligation to respond.
Cal Poly staff is very caring and very student-oriented.
It is here, not as servants, but as talented persons put
ting their skills and expertise to use to provide the best
possible learning and living environment for Cal Poly
students. Many of us have advanced degrees and a great
deal of additional training to do the work that Pillsbury
dismisses so easily. It is facile and simplistic to denigrate
government workers, especially by quoting from science
fiction and computer games, but the truth of the matter
is — as so many people found out during the recent
federal government shut down — government workers
are people just like you and they do jobs that you may not
even know about until you have to go without something
that is vital.
Cal Poly is a small city with a huge and complicated
infrastructure supported by staff. Due to budget cutbacks. Cal Poly staff has seen a reduction in numbers with no
reduction in services it offers. Students may not have as
immediate access to these services as they would like to
have, but the services are still there — and staff is al
ways looking for ways to make limited resources meet
unmet needs. We are also taxpayers paying for your
education.
In the recent Cal Poly Plan surveys distributed to
faculty, staff and students, it was the staff who most
clearly showed an overriding concern for the welfare and
success of the students. Not a concern that staffmembers
jobs would be easier or salaries higher but a concern that
students would leave Cal Poly having received the best
possible preparation for their lives.
Pillsbury could have presented a true picture of Cal
Poly Staff if she had chosen to do so; instead, she chose to
dehumanize a group of intelligent, caring individuals.
We are a community here. We have some important
decisions facing us in regard to our future and how we
plan for it. This kind of journalistic irresponsibility ser
ves no purpose but to stir the pot of simmering frustra
tion that we all feel due to demand for services, lack of
funding support, and decreasing class availability.
We would like to invite Ms Pillsbury to work along
side those persons whom she sees as uncaring and in
timidating before she decides she really wants to hire a
bunch of rats to replace us.
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assailant cannot attend classes for a discretionary time
period; on-campus hearings where the victim had to give
a deposition in front of the attacker and a male hearing
officer; and a federal law prohibiting the disclosure of any
student records, including transcripts of these hearings.
Poly officials were quoted as sa3dng there was con
fusion as to what information could and could not be
released. University officials cannot seem to get their
facts straight even in such a vital and touchy issue as
rape.
During the day, while walking around campus, I can
make eye contact with just about any person walking by.
Not so at night, as these same women are deathly afraid
to look at anyone because of the possibility of making
that one wrong glance that could lead to them being at
tacked. I would hate to know that feeling.
It’s obvious that women are concerned about rape, as
well they should be. It’s a dangerous world out there. But
my concern is whether the State of California, the U.S.
Government and Cal Poly make it as painless as possible,
within the proper extent of the law of course, for women
to get help after such a traumatizing situation. My feel
ing is that it does not.
In the article. Cal Poly officials are quoted as saying
they have taken some necessary steps toward creating an
environment conducive to the benefit of the victim. The
victims claim that the hearings and procedures were
biased on the side of the suspect. New Times said.
I believe that no one is guilty until so proven, but the
university should go out of its way to comfort the victim
of a rap>e. The New Times article describes the counseling
groups on campus as rather low-profile organizations.
The help is there, but the victim has to go find it. Once a
report of rapæ is made, it should be taken seriously, and
immediate help should be given to the victim.
I assume and hope a woman wouldn’t falsely accuse
someone of such a horrible crime. However, a rape allega
tion is serious, and men everywhere should be aware of
the consequences. The men described in the article had
only to undergo counseling, which they didn’t even have
to pay for. The state took care of the bill. One man didn’t
even get expelled from Poly, giving the woman the chance
to see him on campus.
It’s unfortunate that anybody should ever have to see
this man walking around, much less the poor woman he
raped. I would like to ask Cal Poly to examine its prac
tices and procedures, if it hasn’t already. A university
with a reputation of not knowing how to care for and
handle its students is detrimental to everyone.
Steve Enders is a Daily staff writer.
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Serb leaders agree to release remaining 180 POWs

MUSTANG DAILY

By Dusan Stojonovic

Associated Press
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia —
Apparently bowing to pressure
from Serbia, Bosnian Serb
leaders promised Thursday to
release prisoners of war and to
fully cooperate with war-crimes
investigators.
The Bosnian Serb in charge of
POWs, Dragan Bulajic, said he
would release the remaining 180
prisoners as soon as the Red
Cross could take them.
He said he hoped the Mus
lim-led government and Bosnian
Croats could be persuaded to do
the same.
The prisoner exchange is
widely seen as a key test of the
U.S.-brokered peace accord that
took effect last month. But only a
third of 900 POWs were freed by
the deadline last Friday. Accord
ing to the Red Cross, the Bosnian
government still holds 318
prisoners and Bosnia Croats,
177.

NATO officials, who are polic
ing the accord, said the failed
release was the biggest let-down
so far.
The exchange broke down
when the Bosnian government
insisted that it would not release
its prisoners unless the Serbs ac
counted for 20,000 Muslims the
government says are missing.
Many are believed to have been
killed when Bosnian Serbs over
ran the eastern Muslim enclave
of Srebrenica in July.
S r e b r e n i c a has be c o m e
synonymous with the atrocities
of Bosnia’s 3b2-year war. During
a weekend visit to the area, U.S.
Assistant Secretary of State
John Shattuck said there is
evidence that up to 7,000 people
may lie there in mass graves.
Bosnian Serbs say the num
bers are exaggerated but ex
pressed a willingness Thursday
to cooperate with investigators.
They still refuse to extradite al
leged criminals.

Bosnian Serb leader Radovan
Karadzic — himself under indict
ment by a U.N.-appointed war
crimes tribunal — told Bosnian
Serb television he would
cooperate fully with investiga
tions of mass graves in Bosnia.
But he added: “All those who
committed crimes will be tried in
the (Bosnian) Serb Republic.”
Karadzic’s pledge followed
similar statements from two
other top Bosnian Serb leaders
Wednesday. Momcilo Krajisnik
and Nikola Koljevic each
promised to allow a full probe of
allegations about mass graves
around Srebrenica and else
where.
On Thursday, Serbian Presi
dent Slobodan Milosevic sum
moned Bosnian Serb leaders to
his retreat outside Belgrade, the
Serbian and Yugoslav capital.
Sources said Milosevic called the
meeting to pressure Bosnian
Serbs to agree to release
prisoners and cooperate on war

England loses ancient marketplace
By S«e Leeffioi

Assotioted Press
MARKET
BOSWORTH,
England — Since before King
Richard III lost his kingdom —
the one he would have traded for
a horse — Britons have gathered
at Market Bosworth to trade in
livestock, food and conversation.
But look at it now: a handful
of sheep huddling in freezing
pens, a meager assortment of
cattle and a handful of farmers
in fiat tweed caps. Soon even
that will be gone, as the spread
o f s u p e r m a r k e t s , m ode r n
hygiene rules and European
unity force another pocket of old
England to a close.
It was at nearby Bosworth
Field in 1485 that Richard III
lost his kingdom — and his head.
That was the spot where, accord
ing to Shakespeare, Richard
cried in desperation: “A horse! A
horse! My kingdom for a horse!”
But after more than five cen
turies of trading. Market Bos
worth is closing down, a casualty
of dwindling sales, 'rising costs
and the increasing pressures of
Eurof>ean-wide uniformity.
“There are so many rules and
regulations that people can’t
keep up,” said auctioneer
Richard Goodwin, who blames
the strict regulations imposed
after Britain signed on to the
European Union’s Common
Agricultural Policy.
They cover everything from
personal hygiene to animal
slaughter and accommodation —
and farmers, butchers and
dealers have found themselves
paying out large sums in order to

comply.
Livestock auctioneers Hack
ney and Sons, who own most of
the site, say the market is losing
money. They have applied to the
local government for permission
to build houses on the half-acre
site.
“Just today, we are losing a
few thousand pounds,” Goodwin
said at Monday’s market, gestur
ing across the largely empty lot.
“Today we get eight cattle
where 10 years ago we got 80, 50
lambs where we had 300. You’re
lucky to get two buyers, where
you used to get 30,” he said.
Market Bosworth has been
overshadowed by the larger,
recently refurbished indoor Lich
field market, 20 miles to the
northwest. It lost even more
sales
when
a
large
s l a u g h t e r h o u s e in nearby
Leicester moved away 18 months
ago.
The Meat and Livestock Com
mission, an industry-funded
agency, says about two dozen
livestock markets have closed in
the past five years in England,
Scotland and Wales, plagued by
the same problems as Market
Bosworth.
In Market Square, once the
site of the livestock market and
still the venue of a weekly
general market, there used to be
three butcher’s shops. Now there
is only one.
“My family’s bought and sold
stuff here since the beginning of
the 1900s. I’m going to miss it
awful,” said farmer Martin
Shepherd, who helps herd live
stock every Monday and alter

nate Thursdays in the large yard
behind the Old Black Horse pub
where the cattle market has
operated for the past 134 years.
“We are losing a bit of tradi
tion.”
Bojdon “Bill” Lancaster used
to slaughter animals bought
from the market in a small, im
maculately clean slaughterhouse
in back of his shop.
“Now, the European rules
have forced us to stop, so we no
longer buy from the market,”
Lancaster said. Today he buys
animals from a local farmer, who
arranges for their slaughter at a
city slaughterhouse.
It is not yet clear if Hinckley
and Bosworth Borough Council
will allow houses to be built on
the site.
Many locals favor building a
parking lot for the tourists who
visit the red-brick 16th-century
Market Bosworth Hall, the
Tudor Grammar School where
the lexicographer Samuel John
son once taught — and, of course,
Bosworth Field.
After market, farmers crowd
into the Old Black Horse, down
ing pints of beer and huddling
over games of dominoes.
Charlie Buxton, the pub’s
landlord, says the loss of the
market “will change the village
tremendously.”
Harry Trivett, an 86-year-old
farmer, recalled selling his first
litter of pigs at the market in
1922, at the age of 12. “The
market will be a big loss. But
well carry on meeting on Mon
days. No one will stop us playing
dominoes,” he said.

At long last - safe bike lanes in Paris
By Plwrt-YvM Gliss
AÚodolad Press

R\RIS — Fed up with the
City of Light’s irreverent drivers
and choking car fumes, Parisian
cyclists are finally getting a
breath of fresh air: new bike
lanes for them to pedal to work.
The capital’s notorious grid
lock, which triggered pollution
alerts several times last summer,
climaxed in December with a
strike by public transit workers.
For nearly a month, millions
of suburbanites who normally
commute by bus and train drove
to work, creating massive traffic
jams. The number of bikers more
than tripled to 500,000 — or
nearly one in three Parisians.
Despite the danger, they com
peting for space in the city’s
crowded streets with the ex
asperated drivers. On Dec. 16,

hundreds of cyclists chanted at a
demonstration: “(Mayor Jean)
'Tiberi, we want bike lanes for
Christmas!”
'The conservative mayor last
weekend agreed to their demand.
The new plan avoids the gaffe
made in the 1980s along routes
like Boulevard Saint-Germain.
In the middle of the bustling
boulevard between the bus lane
and speeding cars, city planners
designated a narrow bike lane.
Bikers called it the Corridor of
Death.
The new lanes, which will be
in place before year’s end at a
cost of $16 million, will run for
eight miles along two routes,
crossing the city north-south and
east-west.
They will cover the length and
width of Paris, a city densely

packed but relatively small in
size, passing by the Bastille, the
Hotel de Ville, Montparnasse
and the Boulogne and Vincenne
parks.
The routes will consist of
avenue lanes set aside for
cyclists, bike paths created along
sidestreets and probably even
entire streets reserved for
cyclists. The city also will
provide guarded bike racks along
the rontes.
But city officials warn that
Paris isn’t bike-friendly Amster
dam. Bike lanes won’t mushroom
over the objections of merchants,
nor are there plans to ban cars
from large downtown areas, as
environmentalists want.
Said City Hall spokeswoman
Michele Debedde: “Paris can’t be
turned into the City of Bikes.”

crimes investigations.
Milosevic initially supported
Bosnian Serbs who rebelled
against Bosnia’s secession from
Serb-led Yugoslavia, then turned
peacemaker to end U.N. sanc
tions that battered his country.
In exchange for accepting
Milosevic’s line, the Bosnian
Serbs will demand that Serbia
lift the embargo it impo.sed on
them in August 1994 for reject
ing an international peace plan
then, the sources said.
In London, the commander of
NATO forces in Bosnia said there
may be up to 300 mass graves in
Bosnia, the first time any senior
official gave a figure for the sites.
Adm. Leighton Smith said one
site is about 1.2 miles square.

Smith this week reluctantly
agreed to provide security for the
investigators but emphasized
that NATO’s primary mission is
to separate warring factions.
He suggested an international

civilian police force that was
mandated in last month’s Dayton
peace agreement, but that has
yet to arrive, would be more
suitable to secure the grave sites.
But Susan Manuel, the U.N.
spokeswoman in Belgrade, said
that Bosnian Serbs rejected for
mation of joint Serb, MuslimCroat and international police
forces in Sarajevo.
At any rate, the mass graves
likely will not be examined right
away, said Carl Bildt, the ad
ministrator of the Bosnian peace
process.
“They will be investigated as
soon as possible but we have to
make sure that the sites are
secure and that no one is
tampering, destroying or disturb
ing them,” said Bildt, a former
Prime Minister of Sweden. “It is
something that has to be done
very carefully. There is a lot of
snow, cold.”

NOW: Chapter holds first meeting Monday night
From page 1

list was generated during Week
of Welcome week, in which half
of the names listed were men.
“ We w e r e
pleasantly
surprised,” she said.
Hanson said she feels it is im
portant for the organization to
advertise as much as possible
about its arrival to campus. She

even designed a homepage on the
World Wide Web.
“It was difficult for me to find
information on women’s resour
ces when I first got here,” she
said. “I had to find my own way
around.”
The first meeting of Cal Poly’s
NOW chapter is on Monday at 6
p.m. in the University Union,
room 218.

Hewlett-Packard
and Cal Poly...

A winning partnership
Hewlett-Packard hired m ore than 30 grads
from Cal Poly last year. W e expect this year
to b e as g ood or better and w e’d like to talk
to you about the exciting opportunities we
have at HP
W e are interviewing for M arch and June
B S /B A and M S /M B A grads in the E E /E U
CPE, CSC, M E, IE, B U S/M IS, and B U S /
ACCOUNTING fields for career positions
throughout HP in the U.S.

Summer positions are also available in
the above m^ors.
On Campus
February 7th & 8th
No Bid Points required!
If you did not submit your information
to HP through the Career Services
O ffice, send your resum e to:
K en_Larson@ hp-rosevilleom 2.om .hp.com
or attend our Interview Orientation on
Tuesday, February 6th in T h e Avenue from
6:30 •8:30 p.m. W e will b e filling out our
schedules that evening.
Hewlett-Packard Com pany is an equal opportunity
em ployer dedicated to affirmative action and work
force diversity.
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Hobby Bellamy faces off
against number one in the
Hac-lO, Tod Surmon, in a match
that could pose a difficult challenfie for Bellamy.
Freshman Mark Perryman
will wrestle Matt Cano, younger
brother of former Mustang
wrestler Tim Cano, in the 126pound weight class.
Cal Poly’s Dan Long will meet
first-ranked Jimmy Aguirre to
battle in out in the 134- pound
weight class.
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The men's tennis team opens its season this weekend at the Cal Poly tennis courts / Daily photo by Maureen McDowell

PERRYMAN/RODRIGUEZ: They are both ranked No.4 in the Pac-10
From page 8

good, not that you are guaran
teed a win.
But with this honor they are
placed among a class of wrestlers
who hold the highest recognition
in the nation.
Rodriguez reached this level
when he came to Cal Poly with
hopes of becoming part of their
competitive team. He isn’t on
scholarship and wasn’t a top
high-school recruit, but he has
made a real impression on the
team this year.
“I wasn’t rally recruited by
many big schools,” Rodriguez
said. “I didn’t really do too well
in state, but I knew I wanted to
come here.”
His assistant coach from
Monache high school in Porter
ville said Rodriguez had trouble
moving to a collegiate level be
cause of his size.
“He’s really small for his
weight class,” Rich Lambie said,
“but his heart to win makes up
for all the size. He never quits
when he’s out on the mat.”
This enthusiasm is paying off
for Rodriguez very early in his
career.
Perryman’s performance on
the mat is more than impressive,
especially for a freshman. He has
racked up an incredible 54
takedowns this season, more

than any other competitor on the
team.
Coming straight out of the
Central Coast section, Perryman
graduated in 1995 from the
Temecula High School wrestling
program with a third-place
finishing in the state champion
ships.
“I expected to come here and
try it out,” Perryman said.
“I thought we were going to
have to redshirt them this year,”
Head coach Lennis Cowell said.
“But a couple of football players
didn’t come back, and Long grew
out of the weight class and we
moved him up to (the 134-pound
weight class), so we brought
Mark in and he’s been doing real
well.”
Rodriguez and Perryman
agreed that competing at a col
legiate level is more intense than
high school competition.
“It’s a lot more competitive,”
Rodriguez said. “You could play
with the guys in high school; now
you go out there and sometimes
they can play with you.”
Perryman felt the same way
about his high school matches.
“It didn’t matter if you were
having a good day or a bad day,”
Perryman said. “If you didn’t do
well in high school, it might
mean that you only win by four
points.
Cowell said he is impressed

with the two wrestlers and the
effort they have been putting out
this year.
“I knew they were real good,
but usually it takes a little time
to adjust to a Division I level,” he
said. “It’s a big jump from high
school, but they’ve handled it
well mentally and physically.
“In high school they have to
get up for maybe one big match
and a couple during the year,”
Cowell said, “but this time every
match is big. Every match is like
a state championship for them.”
They have entered a higher
level of competition in the Pac-10
and are forced to work hard all of
the time.
“In college it’s totally dif
ferent; you have to be ready for
every match,” Perryman said.
The two freshmen blend well
in
a team
consisting
predominantly of underclassmen,
but their ambition and outlook
on the sport put them in a spot
light. With three years -of
eligibility left for each, and the
confidence and experience to
take on strong opponents,
prospects look good for the two.
“I’m just here to have fun,”
Rodriguez said, “and I hope to
improve a lot this year.”
“We all help each other out on
the mat,” Perryman said. “We’re
all going to learn from each
other.”

Cowboys and Steelers ready to play
By Barry Wibier

Assoewted Press
TEMPE, Ariz. — The Cow
boys say leave us alone. The
Steelers say leave our lineup
alone.
Clearly, it’s time for some
football.
When players met with the
media Thursday for the final
time before Sunday’s Super
Bowl, they seemed to do so with
a contentious edge. And an agen
da.
“People want problems to
occur,” Dallas star running back
Emmitt Smith said. “When
you’ve been on top so long, people
don’t want you there anymore.
So they are trying hard to get at
us, get us to turn our backs
against one another and get us
at the internal side.
“They tried it with our owner,
our coach and now the players.
You can keep trying all the time,
1 won’t let it affect me in the way
I play.

“I’m ready to play and I’m
tired of talking about it.”
America’s Team apparently
has a 50-state-size complex.
Sure, the Cowboys are the most
popular sports team in the land.
The players acknowledged that
earlier this week.
But now, as the big game ap
proaches all too slowly to suit
them, they are closing ranks
rather than opening their arms
to the thousands of fans that fol
low them everywhere they go.
And the thousands more seeking
autographs. And the millions
who make their merchandise the
best selling in the NFL.
The Cowboys are ticked off.
Nobody makes their case better
than the articulate, classy Smith,
who needs 115 yards Sunday to
become the career rushing leader
in Super Bowls.
“We have to try to tune out all
the negative stuff and not fall
into traps people have set,” he
said. “I try not to let it bother me
mentally.”

What’s bothering some of the
Steelers is the likelihood Rod
Woodson, their star comerback
who tore right knee ligaments in
the season opener, is going to see
significant action. No NFL player
ever has come back in the same
season from such an injury.
Woodson is likely to play in
Pittsburgh’s dime packages, al
though coach Bill Cowher has
been noncommittal.
‘You have to be careful not to
mess up the chemistry we have
back there,” strong safety Darren
Perry said. “We’re just starting to
jell back there. If you’re going to
throw Rod in when he hasn’t
been in there, you’ve got to be
careful how you use Rod.”
Woodson, a perennial All-Pro,
insists he won’t endanger the
Steelers’ chances by going on the
field when he can’t contribute.
He and his teammates also
remember the 1994 AFC cham
pionship game, when Tim
McKyer’s mistake cost them a
trip to the Super Bowl.

Weak economy: home sales down CONTEST: Club plans to use money for lecturers
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WASHINGTON — Existing
home sales fell in December for a
third consecutive month, and
new claims for jobless benefits
hit a six-month high last week,
more ev id en ce
reported
Thursday that the economy is
cooling.
“We have an economy that,
while it isn’t cold, is only
lukewarm at present,” said
Robert G. Dederick, economic
consultant at the Northern Trust
Co. in Chicago.
Some analysts believe recent
data reflecting economic weak
ness will lead Federal Reserve
policy-makers to cut short-term

interest rates next week for the
third time in six months to spur
growth.
T h e message to the Fed is,
Tou can sit still if you like, but
you could probably breathe
easier if you act”’ to bring down
rates, Dederick maintained. “The
risks of doing nothing seem to be
greater than the risks entailed in
easing.”
Stocks were lower at midday,
but observers attributed the
decline to profit-taking after the
Dow Jones industrial average
reached a record on Wednesday.
Still, bond prices dropped sharp
ly despite the release o f the soft
economic data.
The National Association of

From page 1

Realtors reported Thursday that
sales of ^previously owned,
single-famUy houses fell 3.2 per
cent in December to a seasonally
adjusted annual rate of 3.91 mil
lion.

contest and general support for
the philosophy club.
“Five hundred (dollars) will go
to the winner, $500 will be put in
a reserve account and the
remaining $1,000 will go to
Polyhymnia,” Miklowitz said.
T h a t’s an incredible amount for
the club — they probably won’t
use it up for years.”
Herschel Greenberg, a
philosophy junior and vice presi
dent of Polyhymnia, said the club
will use the money to get various
philosophers to speak on cam
pus. The money will also be used
to buy T-shirts and banners for
Open House.
Greenberg said he will be
entering the contest and will ap

Sales declined every month
after posting a 0.7 percent ad
vance in September, helping to
push the 1995 sales total down to
3.821 million units, from 3.946
million in 1994.
The report was the latest
showing that the housing in
dustry has flattened. A govern
ment report said Wednesday that
new home sales fell to a sevenmonth low in November, when
single-family housing starts were
unchanged.

CLASSIFIED
m

proach the topic from a personal
level.
“I use philosophy about 90
percent o f the time when I make
everyday-life decisions,” he said.
“It really makes sense to me.”
Greenberg said he lives his
life with what he calls “con
science-based ethics.”
“I lead my life on how much
my conscience can take,” he said.
“For example, there’s no way I
could lie or deceive a person and
live with it. It will eventually
catch up' with me.
“But the true reason 1 want to
enter the contest is because I
don’t know what I want to do
with my major. If I win and get
my essay published, it may help
point me in a direction.”
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CONGRATULATIONS £A IOTA CLASS
on your initiation! Fall 1995!
You finally made it!!

GOT SOMETHIN’
TO SELL?
Put it in the Mustang Daily and
GET RESULTS!
Stop by the Mustang Daily Office
Graphic Arts Bldg Rm 26 or fill
out a form at the UU desk. It’s
simple, easy and effective!!
Mustang Daily - At Your Service!

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24 HOUR LIFELINE-CONFIDENTIAL
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
541-CARE. (541-2273)

Liberal Arts
Board of
Directors
position open. Apply in Student
Life U U217.

WEDDING CLASS

SCORE MORE!!
GMAT 72 Pts
G R E214Pts
LSAT 7.5 Pts
Princeton Review (805) 995-0176

SAT FEB 3 9-4 SLO CITY UBRARY
$30 WITH LUNCH CALL S46-9969

ACW ACW ACW ACW ACW ACW ACW
Hey Hotties! Round up your date
for tonight’s date party!
Watch out Cayucos-here wo come!
ACW ACW ACW ACW ACW ACW ACW

TYPING & EDITING
SPECIALIZING IN ACADEMIC WORK
LOWEST RATES PROMPT SERVICE
FREE PICK UP/DELIVERY 927-1620
Typing of; Sr Projecis/Thosis 4
Reporls/Resumos PC/MAC 783-0426

- 1.1-

Thetas!
get excited for the founder's

CROATIA TRIP Aug. ’96 • Let's Got
Gino * 805-781-0177 * Gino

day formal this Saturday night!!

CITIZEN DOG
'so HOM
pip-nitó^

UoWCOAHy
0fT\¥B6e.

' -T-*
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IIICAUTIONII!
Make No Investments Or Provide
Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisements
In The Opportunities Section

Bartender Trainees Needed
Inti. Bartenders Academy
will be in town one week only.
Day/eve classes. Job placement
asst. Nationwide or Local earn
to $20 hr. Call today. Limited
seating. Earn $ and party for
spring. 1-800-859-4109.

$1750 weekly possible mailing
our circulars. For info call
301-306-1207.

Hatchery supervisor tor a large
Southern California poultry
company. Needs poultry production
background with hatchery experience
Must be motivated and fluent in
Engiish and Spanish Housing can be
provided. Salary negotiable
Send resume to. Hatchery
P.O. Box 2116. La Puente, CA 91746

B

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Students
needed! Fishing Industry. Earn
up to $3,000-$6,000-*' per month.
Room and Board! Transportation!
Male or Female. No experience
necessary. Call (206) 971-3510
ext. A60051

FREE FINANCIAL AIDI Over $6
Billion in Public and Private
Sector grants 4 scholarships
now available. All students are
eligible regardless of grades,
income, or parent’s income. Let
us help. Call Student Finarrcial
Services 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F60051

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING • Earn up
to $2,000+/month. World travel.
Seasonal 4 full-time positions.
No exp necessary. For info,
call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C60053
CASH FOR COLLEGE. GRANTS 4
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAIL. BILLIONS
OF $$ IN GRANTS. 1-800-243-2435

EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER OPPORTUNITY
Camp Wayne NE PA (3 hrs/NYC)
Sports Oriented Counselor
Specialists lor all land/water
sports: camping, climbing/ropes,
mountain biking, rocketry, a4c,
drama, video, radio. ON-CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS THURSDAY. FEBRUARY
15. Please call 800-737-9296 or
516-883-3067; leave your phone
number and mailing address.

TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORKMake up to $25-45/hr. teaching
basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching backround or Asian
languages required. For info
call (206) 971 -3570 ext. J60052
HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed $45,000 income
potential. Call 1-800-513-4343
Ext. B-10081

Rooniifiales
ROOMMATE WANTEDII
Friendly female student looking
for someone to share a 2bd/2ba
townhouse on Southwood. $317.50
per mo. + 1/2 util. 543-5773

TT'

Home» lor Sate

FREE LIST OF ALL HOUSES 4 CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO. Farrell
Smyth R/E Steve Nelson
•••543-8370***

Own rm $365 Fum. Gaa/H20/Trah
pd. Close to Poly/Cueata. Avail
2/1 Kerri 782-9438

WANTED: MAC COMPUTER TUTOR
WEEKENDS ONLY 543-7857

BY H A R K O 'H A R E
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IN THE BLEACHERS

By Steve Moore
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‘Hey, hey, hey! Back off, you two. Let’s just
play ball, OK? No blood, no foul.”
E Mad irnartmO'Mser'et net
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ISCHEDULE
T O D A Y ’ S GAM ES

By Matt Berger

• Baseball vs. Sacramento State @ Sac
State, 2 p.m.
• Wrestling vs. Stanford University @ Cal
Poly, 7 p.m.

Doily Staff Writer

TO M O R R O W ’ S GAM ES
if

• Baseball vs. Sacramento State @ Sac
State, 1 p.m.
• Women’s basketball vs. Sacramento
State @ Sac State, 7 p.m.
• Men’s tennis vs. Westmont College @
Cal Poly, 1 p.m.
• Softball: Four-\way scrimmage @
Chapman University, all day
• Tennis vs. Sacramento State @ Sac
State, 2 p.m.
• Swimming vs. Cal State Northridge @
CSUN, 1 p.m.
S U N D A Y ’ S GAM ES

• Baseball vs. Sacramento State @ Sac
State, 1 p.m.
• Men’s Tennis vs. Santa Clara Univer
sity @ Cal Poly, 1 p.m.

S ä

Most freshmen spend their first year at Cal F^oly
finding their way around campus and stealing VG’s
trays.
But freshmen Mark Perryman and Eric Rodriguez
have a much tougher challenge in their first year.
They have to find their way around a Pac-10 wrestling
mat and overcome obstacles like top ranked opponents
and intense mental and physical endeavors.
So far this year, Perryman, wrestling at 126
pounds, and Rodriguez, heavyweight, have proven to
be contenders and earned their way to No. 4 standings
in their respective weight classes in the Pac-10.
Both Perryman and Rodriguez responded to the
news that they held rankings with smiles. They failed
to hold back a glow as they searched for a response.
“It feels good to know that somebody knows about
me,” Perryman said. “It means someone has con
fidence in me.”
It is more than confidence that earned both
wrestlers rankings in their division; it’s been hard
work and determination.
Their modesty enabled them to remain focused on
their job despite the recognition they have received.
They said rankings only mean people think you’re
See PERRYMAN/RODRIGUEZ page

NAnONALBRIEFS J
Hill paces NBA All-Star voting
for second straight year

W'

Cal Poly grapples Stanford tonight at 7 / D aily photo by Dawn Kalmar

Mustangs grapple at home
Doily Stoff Wtitef

Lennis Cowell
Wrestling head coach about freshmen
Mark Perryman and Eric Rodriguez

C A L POLY
SPORTS H O T L IN E
(8 0 5 )

7 5 6 -
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By Jennifer Cornelius

By Matt Barger

" I t ’s been a big jump from high
school, but they’ve handled it well
mentally and physically. In high
school they have to get up for maybe
one big match and a couple during
the year, but this time every match is
big. Every match is like a state cham
pionship."

t' ' * *

Men’s tennis team opens
its season this weekend

M ark Perryman

• Women’s tennis vs. Washington State
@ Santa Barbara, 2 p.m.

New York (AP) -- Even though Michael
Jordan is back again, Grant Hill remains
the fans’ favorite in voting for the All-Star
Game,
In the closest balloting since 1977, the
Detroit Pistons’ forward drew the most
votes of any playerin All-Star fan ballot
ing, edging Jordan by 16,582 votes. Out
of more than 6 million votes cast by fans.
Hill got 1,358,004 votes to 1,341,422 for
Jordan.
The narrowest previous margin between
top vote-getters was in 1977, when
Denver’s David Thompson and edged
Philadelphia's Julius Erving by 8,530
votes.
Last year, when Jordan was still play
ing minor league baseball. Hill garnerd
the most votes of any player, even though
he was just a rookie.
Jordan leads the league with a 31.2
scoring average while Hill averages 21.2
and has four triple-doubles this season.
“As long as I’m in the All-Star Game,
that’s the honor in itself," Hill said. “ I’m
not worried about how many votes I get
or even starting, but just getting to the
game itself."
Dallas’ Jason Kidd, who shared last
season’s rookie of the year honors with
Hill, was voted in as a Western Confer
ence starter for the Feb. 11 game at San
Antonio.
“ It’s what you dream about growing up
watching the game on TV," Kidd said. “ I
saw Dr. J, Larry Bird, and Magic playing
out there, and one day hoped I’d be out
there. Now, it’s a reality for me."

■îÂP?:

After three outstanding wins
on the road, the Mustang
wrestlers prepare for tonight’s
match against Stanford at 7 p.m.
in Mott Gym.
The team traveled to Oregon
last week, winning big over
Division II Independent Portland
State University and last year’s
NCIC champions Pacific Univer
sity.
In a tide-turning Pac-10
match against the University of
Oregon Beavers, the Mustangs
pulled off a spectacular 22-15
win.

Cal Poly lost four of their first
five matches against Oregon and
trailed the Beavers until fresh
man Mike French put the meet
into reach with a 5-4 decision
over Beaver Royce Repenn.
Freshman heav)rweight Eric
Rodriguez captured the win for
the team, pinning Rich Polkinghom 4:56 into the match.
Junior Jeremiah Miller picked
up three wins on the road, two by
pin, bringing his record to an im
pressive 12-5.
Tonight’s match could bring
Cal Poly to a 3-1 record in the
Pac-10 and 7-3, and will feature
some exciting matches.
See WRESTLING page 6

Doily Stoff Writei
The most successful men’s
sports team at Cal Poly begins
its season this weekend at home.
No, it’s not football or baseball,
it’s men’s tennis.
With two NCAA Champion
ships, 15 NCAA appearances and
10 Final Four appearances in the
past, this year’s Mustangs are
positioning themselves to make a
move in only their second season
in Division I.
“This is one of the most com
petitive teams I’ve had,” said
Coach Chris Eppright, who is
145-49 in his five years at Poly.
“They compete as well as
anybody.”
After finishing last season at
10-10, the Mustangs have
revamped their lineup with
young talent. The team’s added
depth is apparent in the caliber
of play displayed by their top five
players.
The team is anchoring them
selves around sophomore Chris
Magyary, who is coming off an
impressive freshman season
where he played both No. 1
singles and doubles. He also
teamed with Josh Johnston to
win the Ojai Invitational last
year.
“Chris was two or three points
away from getting a national
ranking as a freshman,” Ep
pright said.
Magyary hopes to improve on
last season by making it to the
NCAA tournament individually.
The No. 2 singles and doubles
position is being filled by fresh
man Tony Piccuta, who was
ranked nationally in juniors. Pic
cuta has been playing tennis for
13 years and said he doesn’t real
ly feel any pressure playing in
the No. 2 slot as a freshman.
“I really want us to make the
NCAA tournament,” Piccuta
said. “We’re one of the most
talented (teams) at Poly.”

Eric Rodriguez

Eppright feels that when Piccuta’s game is on, he can beat
anyone in the country.
“He’s a very intense, competi
tive guy,” Eppright said.
Junior captain Casey Wood oc
cupies the No. 3 singles spot, and
also teams with Magyary as the
No. 1 doubles team. Last fall,
they defeated the No. 10 team in
the nation.
“He’s had a very successful
first two years here,” Eppright
said about Wood.
Another freshman, lefty Matt
Hibbard, is set to play in the
fourth singles spot. Hibbard, a
steady baseliner, had an out
standing fall. In his first college
match, he took the No. 2 player
in the nation to three sets.
Alex Reyes had the best fall of
any player, winning the USD All
Collegiate Tournament. He’s at
the No. 5 singles position.
Both Magyary and Eppright
feel the team has a shot at get
ting ranked. The team has a dif
ficult schedule ahead, but wins
against these high-caliber op
ponents would help them do
that. Seven of the 10 teams they
lost to last year went to the
NCAA tournament, so if they
could turn the tables, a ranking
would be attainable.
Eppright said his team has
players with different styles of
play, but they come together well
and push each other to play their
best.
Magyary said the team has
good chemistry and expects to be
competitive. This weekend, the
team will be without some key
players, but they think they have
enough depth to fill in and win.
Saturday’s .match against
Westmont College and Sunday’s
match against Santa Clara both
start at 1 p.m at the courts be
hind Mott Gym.
“I want people to come and
watch us play,” Piccuta said.

